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A Spyker C8 Laviolette LM85 on display in Geneva. The carmaker wants to push its Saab brand in BRIC
markets. Antoine Antoniol

AMSTERDAM — The chief executive of Spyker, the loss-making Dutch sports car maker that
bought much larger Saab this year, expects shortly to appoint local distribution partners for
China, Russia and Brazil.

Victor Muller said Friday that Spyker was keen to push sales of Saab in the fast-growing,
populous BRIC economies of Brazil, Russia, India and China, where car ownership is
increasing rapidly as incomes rise.

Saab sees its European rivals Audi, BMW and Mercedes Benz as its main competition in these
markets.

Shares in small-cap stock Spyker, which has a stock market valuation of 55 million euros
($72.5 million), have risen 50 percent so far this year, beating the small-caps index, which is
up 8 percent.
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Spyker will probably announce the appointment of local partners to distribute Saab models in
the Chinese and Russian markets in January, while a local distribution partner for Brazil is
likely to be announced in the first quarter, Muller said.

In China, "first we want to set up distribution on the basis of a dealer importing cars, and then
when we have got to 10,000 units, have your own manufacturing," Muller said in a telephone
interview.

He said Spyker had a local partner in mind for the Chinese market and would announce it in
January but that it could take three to four years before there were sufficient sales to justify
local production.

"The car to sell in China is the 9-3, and that goes into production in 2012, so the earliest we
could do it anyway is 2013," he added.

Spyker reported a third-quarter operating loss in October and cut its 2010 Saab sales target to
30,000 to 35,000 units, from 45,000 previously, because it had to rebuild Saab's supplier base
after General Motors sold the company to Spyker.

Muller declined to comment on whether sales for 2010 could eventually end up beating that
target.

But he said sales in Sweden in November had been the best since December 2008, adding that
"there's been a massive return to the Saab brand; month by month it's going up and up, and
we see more or less the same in other countries. Only the U.S. is the odd one out."

Muller reiterated that the group was sticking to its 2011 target of 80,000 cars and a 2012 goal
of 120,000 units.
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